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of Physics, University of Rhode Island, Kingston, Rhode Island 02881
(Received 28 June 1993)

Boundary conditions are derived for spin dynamics of spin-polarized quantum gases near nonmagnetic
walls. %'e are interested mostly in boundary-induced
line shifts and attenuation of spin waves, and in the
possibility of having a macroscopic boundary condition for systems close to a Knudsen ballistic regime.
%'e consider the effects caused by roughness of the wall and by surface adsorption. By a proper coordinate transformation, we reduce the problem of particle collisions with an inhomogeneous nonmagnetic
wall to an equivalent problem with a specular homogeneous wall but with stochastic bulk imperfections.
As a result, the boundary effects are described by some additional bulklike transverse spin-diffusion
coeScient inversely proportional to the angular harmonics of the correlation function of surface inhomogeneities. This leads to an effective macroscopiclike boundary condition for transverse spin dynamics
responsible for the boundary effects in spin-wave resonances. The situation changes drastically at low
temperatures because of an appearance of an adsorbed boundary layer which renormalizes the molecular
Seld near the wa11, and leads to additional effective spin-exchange processes. The experimental implications for helium and hydrogen systems are discussed.

I.

Most of the interesting quantum phenomena in spinpolarized quantum systems, such as quantum gases and
liquids, manifest themselves in spin dynamics. Spin dynamics of dilute spin-polarized quantum gases (H$, He&
component in dilute He)- He liquid mixtures, etc. ) is
studied mainly (see Ref. l and references therein) at
(ultra-) low temperatures when the mean free paths of
particles may become quite long, making the boundary
scattering as or even more important than the bulk collisions. Even an ultra-Knudsen ballistic regime seems to
NMR techbe accessible for modern low-temperature
niques. This boundary scattering results in some dephasing and attenuation leading to a noticeable shift and
broadening of spin-wave resonances or to a corresponding change in a spin-echo signal.
The boundary scattering is usually described in terms
of effective cross section of diffusive scattering of particles by the wall. This description is not entirely appropriate for spin dynamics which corresponds to a dynamics of transverse (or off'-diagonal) spin components of
a density matrix and not to pure quantum states of particles.
One of the most paradoxical and useful features of
transverse spin dynamics in dilute polarized quantum
gases is the fact that the spin dynamics equations may be
written' in a "hydrodynamic" form (similar to the Leggett equations for dense Fermi liquids3) at arbitrary temperatures and arbitrary values 5tor and kl (5co=co —
Qo,
Qo=2PH is the bare Larmor frequency, r, or more precisely, ~~, is the transverse spin relaxation time, and I is
the particle mean free path). The conditions of applicaequations in the
bility of macroscopic hydrodynamiclike
bulk are not 5tor, kl
iQ;+i tris where
l, but 5co, kv
v is the characteristic velocity of particles (Fermi velocity
u~ for degenerate fermions, or the thermal velocity Uz at
and the internal frequency Q;
higher temperatures),

characterizes the precession of the magnetic moment in
the molecular field associated with the particle interaction. In case of large internal frequencies Q;, the equations of spin dynamics can keep a "hydrodynamic" form
at arbitrary values of 5tori and kl (another similar example is propagation of waves in plasma in a collisionless regime where the role of a large internal frequency is played by the plasma frequency). In dilute
in
main
term
the
quantum
gases,
0; is
re a is the s-wave
)(Xt N i ), whe—
Q; = (4m afi1'm—
scattering length, m is the (effective) mass of particles,
are the densities of spin-up and spin-down parand N
ticles. The applicability of the theory of spin-polarized
quantum gases is limited to relatively low (but not necesdensities
low
and
temperatures
ultralow)
sarily
N = N + N when Ua N (& 0,. ; in most of the cases this
inequality requires large values of 0, vi)) l.
However, all the advantages of having macroscopic
equations of spin dynamics in the bulk would be meaningless if one would not be able to supplement these equations with a macroscopic boundary condition. This problem becomes even more important close to a ballistic regime when the boundary scattering assumes the dominant role. Recently this problem has been approached
by one of the authors from a phenomenological point of
view. Though such an ana1ysis shows possible forms of
boundary conditions and demonstrates certain limitations
of macroscopic equations, it is, of course, insuf5cient if
one wants to describe the macroscopic boundary condition in terms of microscopic characteristics of the wall
and individual scattering processes.
In this paper we study the effects of particles' scattering by nonmagnetic walls on spin dynamics and spin
waves in spin-polarized quantum gases. In most of the
cases we assume that the wall itself does not have any
magnetic properties and does not contain particles with
magnetic moments. Then the only two sources of boundary effects in spin dynamics are the scattering by surface
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inhomogeneities and the exchange processes with particles adsorbed by the wall. The latter effect becomes increasingly important at low temperatures if, as in the case
of atomic hydrogen, the particles are attracted to and
have a bound state on the walls. Then the densities of adsorbed layers increase exponentially with decreasing temperature. Both effects lead to an effective (spin) diff'usion
along the wall.
We want to demonstrate that such boundary effects
can often be described adequately by a general "hydrodynamic" boundary condition,

M+An; V;M=O,
even if the mean free path is very long and the particles
are nearly ballistic. Here M is the magnetic moment per
unit volume, n is the unit vector normal to the boundary
(into the cell}, and A is the coefficient with the dimensionality of length. When Eq. (I) is valid, this coefficient
should contain all the information about the boundary

scattering.
In case of ideal specular walls, the coeScient A~
The scattering by surface inhornogeneities and the exchange with adsorbed particles lead to an effective spin
diffusion along the wall, and, therefore, change the value
of A. Below we solve the transport equation with the microscopic boundary conditions corresponding to both
these types of wall scattering, and reduce the result to the
macroscopic form (l). For some preliminary results of
this work see Refs. 5.

~.

II.

..
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with specular homogeneous walls but with some stochastic bulk imperfections. By solving this transport problem, we obtain the additional (spin) diffusion coefficient
which contains all the information on the boundary
scattering relevant to spin dynamics.
We are interested in a transport equation for the
momentum distribution of the transverse (to the magnetic field) components of the magnetic moment of the gas,
m (p„,p~, y) = Tr &+ff' (p), where n (p) is the singleparticle density matrix, p and p~ are the components of
the momentum p perpendicular and parallel to the wall
which has an average profile x =const.
We consider a layer of a polarized quantum gas restricted by one rough wall x =L —
g(s) (s are the 2D
coordinates y, z in the plane of the wall), and a perfectly
smooth uniform wall x =0. The function g(s} is random,
( g(s ) ) =0, and all the observables should be averaged
over g. The binary correlation function g' '( ~s, —
s2~ )
=(g(s, )g(sz)) depends only on the distance ~s, —s2~.
The refiection from the second, perfect wall, is specular.
The shift of inhomogeneity from the boundary to the
bulk is achieved by a coordinate transformation:

xL
X'= —
L g(s}

'

Y'=y; Z'=z .

(2)

This transformation makes both walls, X'=0 and X'=L,
smooth, and we can apply the simplest boundary condition %(0) =%'(L) =0.
In principle, we can easily consider a layer with two
rough surfaces, x =f, (s) and x =L —
fz(s). Then the
transformation

X'=
SCATTERING BY A ROUGH %ALL

x —g, (s)
L; Y'=y; Z'=z
—
L ki(s) —k(s)

(2a)

X'=0 and X'=L, smooth. Howevwill be that
we will
consequence
only
er,
have to write, instead of the correlation function
(g(s)g(s'}), a sum of three correlation functions
(g, (s)g (s')), (g, (s)g, (s')), a d (g, (s)g (s')).
The coordinate transformation (2) changes the form of
the bulk Harniltonian.
We can consider the effects of
boundary scattering and bulk collisions of the particles
independently from each other. Then, if one disregards
the bulk collisions, the full Hamiltonian in new variables
contains not only the quadratic part Bo, but also an additional stochastic part ("perturbation") f' which depends
will make both walls,

The first problem is the scattering of particles by an inhomogeneous nonmagnetic wall. Collisions with a nonmagnetic wall conserve the magnetic moments of particles. Therefore, the only nontrivial effect of the boundary scattering is an additional two-dimensional (2D) spin
difFusion of the particles along the wall which is caused
by a randomness of scattering angles and re8ects a random character of inhomogeneities of the wall.
The standard way to describe collisions with rough
walls is to write a microscopic boundary condition for the
transport equation as it is routinely done in the theory of
metals (see, e.g. , Ref. 6). The resulting
integrodifferential equations are even more complicated in our
case of mixed quantum states. We have adopted another
very general method which can be used in a variety of situations. We performed a coordinate transformation
which transforms an inhomogeneous wall into a smooth
wa11. This transformation is nonlinear and leads to additional random terms in the bulk Hamiltonian
which
reflect the inhomogeneities of the wa11. We treat these
random bulk perturbations of the Hamiltonian as some
bulk imperfections which are described by a bulk collision integral in the transport equation. As a result, we
reduce the transport problem of scattering by an inhomogeneous wall to an equivalent transport problem in a cell

the

on/:
(3)

2g,
+H. c.
L p„+xp„p„+xp„p,
&y

2m

We assume that the roughness g is small, g«L, and
keep only the first orders of g and its derivatives. As a result, we have effectively transferred the surface imperfections into the bulk.
The random bulk imperfections P' (3} should be includfor the Boltzmann
ed into the collision integral L
equation using the perturbation theory:
&&
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4

4)lm(p.
Jde O'"(pi m —
—4)(1 —c»(q —4) ]' .
m
4mL m

Here p„and pj are the components of momenta perpendicular and parallel to the wall, q& and P, the angles between pz, and some arbitrary axis for scattered and incident particles, respectively. The function g' '(p3, q& —
p)
is spatially uniform and depends only on the difference of
the angles rather than on the angles themselves. The collision integral (4) corresponds to an elastic refiection in
the direction perpendicular to the wall and to a random
scattering in a yz plane.
The collisions (4) with "bulk imperfections" (3) lead to
an effective 2D spin diffusion in the plane of the wall and,
therefore, affect the frequencies and the attenuation of
spin waves. The collision integral (4} has the same form
as for scattering by bulk impurities, and the calculations
of the spin-diffusion coefficients are standard. The only
nonzero components of the tensor of (spin) diffusion
coefficients for transverse magnetic moment have the
form

m(p. Pi, e)]
Pi 4) —

d2» 'M"'(,Px» —

2

d " P3.
dpxd

amN

)

p4~(g

rt,

}+4P4(g

g, )

where rik(p3 } and gk(p3 ) are the angular Fourier transM' '(p) = n+ (p)
forms of ri and g'2', respectively,
is th—e equilibrium magnetic-moment
distribution, a = (N+
/N is th—e degree of spin polarization,
and N+ are the numbers of spin-up and spin-down particles per unit volume. Equations (4) and (5) can be easily
modified in order to accommodate the coordinate transformation (2a) instead of (2).
Equation (5) can be rewritten in a slightly different
way:

n(p)

N)—

(

X

)4

aL
a ~g

fi
m

d p

a'

(2m%'}

go

'2

A' 2

m

g)

gp

~+4p„
0=('9o —'9i }/(ko

0& }

a is the atomic size, while a* -g' '(0) and R
characterize the height and the correlation radius of surface inhomogeneities.
A simple estimate for this spinwhere

diffusion coefficient is
A

m

( 3N)

2/3

aL

'T

o

a*R

where the characteristic energy E is the larger of T and
To (To is the bulk degeneracy temperature). This should
be compared with the bulk diffusion coefficient

'2

T

Now we can supplement these boundary scattering results by taking into account the interaction of particles
between themselves in the bulk. Using the Leggett equations for spin-polarized Fermi liquids and Eq. (5) for the
transverse spin-diffusion coefilcient, one can find imaginary terms in the spin-wave spectrum, and determine the
surface-induced attenuation of spin waves (cf. Ref. 1}.

Then
2

cu(k)

=Qo+

y(a, T)=

)+=

—,
'

2

2

k=(k„q),

'

9n', D

(u')+N+ —(v')

1,

Jv n+dr,

N
(6)

n,

= —4naa
m

(N+

—N

where (u')+(T) are the velocities of up and down spins
averaged over the equilibrium distribution functions n+,
and a is the (bulk) s-wave scattering length. The equation
(6) for the attenuation is applicable for quantum gases at
all temperatures from the Boltzrnann down to the degenerate region. In the low-temperature degenerate region
3 v+N+
5
N+

—v N
—X

3

2

(1+a) ~ —(1 —a)

10

~

CX

where v+ are the Fermi velocities for up and down spins,
and v„ is the Fermi velocity in the absence of polarization. In the Boltzmann region for quantum gases,

ur

=(T/m)'

In the intermediate
parameterized as

(p ~PJ.

R PJ.

E

TO

(, 3N)-za E

y=3u3,

a&a2

(4)

—1/2
&

(v
8mL
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(6b)

region, the function

y(a, T)=uFF, a,

T

vF=

y(a, T} can be

(3~'N)'"a

0

with the function F&(a, t) given in Fig. 1.
Note, that the function F&(a, T/To) and, therefore,
y(a, T), Eq. (6), practically do not depend on polarization
a. This is obvious at high temperatures when y, Eq. (6b),
is just a thermal velocity which for an ideal gas does not
depend on polarization. However, even at low ternperatures the polarization dependence of y is extremely weak.
The largest dependence is at zero temperatures, Eq. (6a),
when the function F& decreases gradually from 1 at zero
polarization just to 0.95 at full polarization ca=1. The
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dependence becomes even smaller with
polarization
Such an insigni6cant polarization
growing temperatures.
dependence cannot even be seen on the scale of Fig. 1
(formally, the curve is plotted for a=0. 9). This peculiar
lack of polarization dependence is rather important since
the same function y(a, T) determines the ratio of the
transverse difFusion coefficient D~ and the corresponding
transverse relaxation time ~~ for dilute spin-polarized
gases. '
spin-diffusion
Expression
(5) for the transverse
coefficient shows how to write a macroscopiclike boundary condition for spin dynamics. A general macroscopic
boundary condition at the wall x =const should be linear
in gradients and have the form (1). The results of boundary scattering and its importance are characterized by the
value of the dimensionless
parameter k„A. As was
demonstrated in Ref. 4, it is often possible to use Eq. (1),
with A expressed via D (5}, as a boundary condition for
nonmagnetic walls.
In our geometry with one rough wall (finite A) at x =0
and a specular wall (infinite A) at x =L, the boundary
condition (1) is equivalent to the eigenvalue equation

exp(2ik„L

)

2

=1—

y(k„+q )
3(Q;+i /ri)

qa*

E
)

k„L

(9)

order of magnitude
RQ; -a(Na )(A Ima ),
kiri-(Na )(EA Ima )'~ . The spin-wave regime for dilute quantum
to the condition
gases corresponds
Q;ri-a(R Ima E)'~ &&1 if the polarization is not too
low and the temperature is not too high. Then the parameter (9) is
'2
aN'
T
(qa )
k I.
a
To
(the first factor should be disregarded at T & To). For
and at not very high temperavery dilute gases Na
tures and low polarizations, the parameter o. is usually
small,

«1,

«1 .

This condition, which is always valid except for the case
qa'
with anomalously large inhomogeneities, means
that the efFect of the wall is small.
Equation (7) has two such solutions corresponding to

»1

FIG. 1. Function F, (a, TITO}, Eq. (6). Formally, a=0. 9,
but on this scale the polarization dependence is not noticeable.

«1

»1.

and to k„A
In the former case, the comk„A
parison of Eqs. (6) —(8) yields (cf. Ref. 4)
,

k„A-o. «1,

(10)

that the spin mode experiences a strong
meaning
(diffusion) relaxation near the surface, and should have a
node close to the wall. In the latter case, the characteristic length A is large:

A=,
yq

By the

o.

0

12(Q;+i /ri)D

The comparison of Eqs. (7} and (8) with Eq. (6} gives the
value of A.
The value of k„A depends on the magnitude of the parameter

fi(Q;+i /ri

0

2L

As we will see, A is real if one can neglect the bulk
scattering, Q;ri))1. The condition k„L =1 determines
the resonance surface adsorption. The eigenvalues (7)
correspond to the frequency of the mode

E

3403

10-

A=,
12k„(Q;+i /ri)D

X

$~/ma~

..

l.

k, A-

—»1,
1

meaning a nearly zero current through the surface. This
second case is close to specular refection in spin dynamics
which corresponds to A~ 00.
Equations (10) and (11) express the single parameter A
in the boundary condition (1) via the correlation function
of surface inhomogeneities.

III.

BOUNDARY ADSORPTION
AND SPIN DYNAMICS

An adsorption of particles by the walls causes some
major changes. Here one encounters two additional
effects: effective exchanges of boundary particles between
themselves, and exchanges between identical bulk and adsorbed particles. The former processes are suppressed
when the surface mobility of adsorbed particles and their
density are low, while the latter depend on the binding
energy of adsorbed particles, and on the range of interaction between bulk and surface particles.
This additional exchange has a very strong effect on
the boundary constant A (1) if the density of adsorbed
particles is large. This is always the case for spinpolarized atomic hydrogen at low temperatures. The hydrogen particles have a real bound state at the wall, and
the density of adsorbed layers increases exponentially
with decreasing temperature, p=NRexp(UOIT). Such
adsorbed layers have a very strong effect on A. However,
for dense boundary layers the exchanges between bulk
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(spin) exchanges tz(p, p' } between the free multistate particles and identical trapped particles localized in some
bound states near the walls can be described using the
For a
classical method of Ehrenfest and Oppenheimer.
short-range interaction V(r), the bulk-surface exchange
integral t2 is (see Appendix A):

and surface particles are less important than the exchange or recombination of the surface particles. In this
paper we neglect the interaction of the surface particles
between themselves. Therefore our results are applicable
to hydrogen systems at not very low temperatures and to
He) systems for which the boundary layers consist
mostly of He with a very small admixture of He particles. Our results can be also used for He&- He mixtures
for a description of exchanges between bulk and surface
states of He at the free surface.
We are interested in the transport equation for a transverse (mixed) spin component of the single-particle densi' particles with free and bound states.
ty matrix of spin- —,
The exchange collisions between identical bulk and adsorbed particles are described by an appropriate component of the collision operator. Because of the exchange
processes, this collision operator cannot be reduced to a
simple standard combination of incoming and outgoing
terms. In order to derive the collision integral, we started
'
from a general transport equation for spin- —,
particles
which we applied for delocalized free states (the density
matrix p&) and the states with discrete energy levels
which are localized on some traps (the density matrix p&).
Since we are dealing with a low-density system, the collisions of the free particles between themselves and with
the trapped particles can be treated separately. In the
latter case, the transport equation for the free particles
has the form

ifir},pI+—
[H, p)p=

—T

I,"p~gp„"+p

2

(14)

t (p

g5

+GapT]'v

A,

p~Tp„r"
pp

-rT+gs

(12)

T„'.(p p')=[r (p p')+ ,'r (p, p')]&P'. (here the indices stand

A'LL';f,

'=2ne

*

(13)

)cr„o,

only for the spin states).

+5(E' s)[(~t, —+t, t~) N"[p)
)

The

(tp',

ik L
+ie " t2[m, (p)o )) p)t(p, L)M (s)' ], —

M"

E
——
'
R U

3A.

(15)

~

6=(E

—,

VA,

((

where the indices denote both spin and momentum vari—HPz'+iO) ' is the free two-particle
ables, and
propagator which is determined by the Hamiltonian APED'
of noninteracting particles. The equation for the density
matrix of the trapped particles p& is similar.
The T matrix for scattering of delocalized particles on
localized ones contains the term r, (p, p'}, which describes
the direct scattering, and t2(p, p'), which describes the
scattering with a spin exchange,

+ 't2(p, p

p')=

U is the
where U is the depth of the bound state and E
particle energy. The nonexchange part of the T matrix,
t&(p, p'), describes the scattering by the trap with a particle; scattering by an empty trap (with or without trapHowever, it is
ping) should be introduced separately.
quite obvious that the corresponding contribution to the
collision integral will be of the same type as from
t, (p, p'); the only difference is a substitution of the number of trapped particles by the number of empty traps.
Therefore, instead of introducing an additional scattering
t (p, p' }.
channel, we may work with a renormalized
Usually, t, is much larger than t2.
The transport equation (12) has the mixed features of
interactions
transport equations with particle-particle
collisions. The major common
and particle-impurity
feature with particle-particle collisions is the quantum
identity of free and trapped particles. On the other hand,
the immobility of trapped particles makes the process
similar to the impurity scattering; this was taken into account by formally considering the effective mass of
trapped particles to be very large, m*~~. The equations should also be averaged over random distribution of
trapped particles along the wall. As a result of rather
cumbersome transformations (see Appendix B), Eq. (12)
for the mixed spin component of the density matrix and
the similar equation of motion for the trapped particles
are reduced to two coupled equations for bulk and surface transverse magnetizations, p~t and o. &&. The collision operator for bulk particles is

y~vT+Xyo+g6
Tap pAp'y
yv

R-a

is the size of the bound state, A, &a is the
particle wavelength, and ro is the radius of interaction. In
the opposite case of a long-range interaction, the exchange integral r 2 is equal to (see Appendix A)

where

are the equilibrium
where n(p}, m, (p), N", and
densities of particles and magnetizations in the bulk and
on the wall and L is the coordinate of the wall. The collision operator for adsorbed particles is similar. The last,
imaginary, term in (16) describes a change in the mean

L)

[n(p')crit —X"pgt(p, L)]]
p}t(p, L)]+~t2~ —
(16)

field near the wall. Other terms have a dissipative nature.
The first square bracket in the right-hand side (rhs) of Eq.
(16) corresponds to a simple difference of incoming and
outgoing terms, while the second one has a purely exchange nature and rejects the quantum identity of free
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400

particles.
(16}with randomly distributed adsorbed parin an additional 20 spin diffusion in the
wall with the diffusion coeScient

300-

'5

a 'T/m
iaN"tz(pr, e)+w

w=

..

800-,

g)
0$

m

JdQ[t2+(t, +tits)(l —cos8)]

.

CL

i00-

T)', '

Here pT =(m
a is some parameter with the dimensionality of length which makes the dimensionality of D,
the same as for a 3D diffusion coefficient (all observables
contain only the ratio a'/D„and not these parameters
separately; a characterizes the "thickness" of the adsorbed layer). The imaginary part of D, comes from the
molecular-field terms in the collision operator (16). This
renormalization of the molecular-field near the walls also
leads to some attenuation since it causes a dephasing of
precessions in the bulk and near the wall.
This 20 diffusion enters the equation for the spin
current J; (Ref. 4)

'

im

T

Q+

i

[5(x)+5(x —L)]

J+BM

7i

Bxj

S

n;nk —
Jk 1

X[J;

(18)

where n is the unit vector perpendicular to the walls at
=0 and x =L. According to Ref. 4, the 5-like boundary condition (18) is equivalent, in nearly specular conditions k A&&1, to the macroscopic boundary condition
(1) with

x

O

0'

0.3

0.g

0.1

0
0.4

(K)

Temperature

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the spin-@eave linemidth.
Experimental points and 6t 1 are taken from Ref. 2, curve 2, Eq.
(23)I'

0;+-

m
q

E

Q

(19)

«1

which is similar to Eq. (11). In an opposite case k„A
the expression for A is similar to Eq. (10).
The transport equation (12) is valid only for the
Boltzmann distribution of the bulk particles. These results can be easily generalized to lower temperatures. At
arbitrary temperatures the derivation of an appropriate
transport equation is much more cumbersome. We will
not go here into the details of a diagrammatic derivation, and will give only the expression for the collision
integral (without molecular-field terms) which should be
used instead of Eq. (16):

I

fiL~'"=rre "

+5(s' —e)([2~t +t't +t

N&'
t'][N&'& —

~

+It

I'[[«tt

—
)](N
—rr gt(2 —n)](n'

pit(2

—[N"pter

N

The consequent calculations are close to those above, and
the final expression for A differs from Eq. (19) by a substitution of m/T by a function similar to y(a, T/To), Eq.
(6).
The above equations assume that the density of adsorbed particles is small, and the interaction between
them is negligible. This should be true for He 1'-~He mixtures where the adsorbed layer at the ce11 walls consists
mostly of He with a very small admixture of He atoms.
With the lack of adequate low-temperature experiments
for helium mixtures, we applied our results to spinpolarized atomic hydrogen for which the density of the
adsorbed layer increases exponentially at low temperatures. Our results should provide a good description of
wa11 contributions only at relatively high temperatures,
when the density of the adsorbed layer is still low.
The effect of surface adsorption on the spectrum of
spin waves has been measured by the Cornell group. In
the presence of a magnetic-Seld gradient
the spatial
profile magnetic moment M(x) is described by the Airy
function

6

—N'&2](p —p
N

N

n

NI'tn

)

n

)

't'n—
N—
't$

$$

)] ) .

(20)

pG 1+Q;Hj

x—

PG

D„ i

(21)

+Q7i

where p is the particle magnetic moment and D„ is the
bulk spin-diffusion coefBcient. The boundary condition
(1) together with the above value of the surface spindiffusion coefBcient D, lead to the following eigenvalue
equation for the spin dynamics [cf. Eq. (7}]:

4(x =0)+A@„'(x=0)=0,
(Q;+i/7i)
A= —i

(22)

N

where q is the wave vector along the wall. The solution
of this equation gives the following value for the irnaginary part of the spectrum:
T

q~wPG

0

T
mPGQ

2l'3

5/6

(~G)2/s
3~4/'3

m

(23)
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The first term in this equation describes the attenuation
caused by the wall, while the second term is due to the
bulk interactions. The function (23) is plotted in Fig. 2.
The agreement with experimental data is quite good at
relatively high temperatures where the density of the adsorbed layer is small. At lower temperatures the density
of adsorbed hydrogen atoms inert;ases exponentially, and
the experimental data deviate from the theoretical curve
confirming the importance of interaction of adsorbed particles at high coverage [at low temperatures the index of
the exponent in co"( T) is twice the index in the density of
adsorbed particles N
T) ].
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where R is the radius of the trap, k = [2m (E + U)]' /fi
and k, = [2mE]' /fi are the wave vectors of the free particle with the energy E inside and outside the trap of the
depth U, kR
1, and we have neglected all insignificant
dimensionless constant factors of the order of 1.
If the interaction between the particles has a very short
r'), and Eq. (A2) takes
range ra ((R, V(r) =( V/r0)5(r —
the form

))

t2

sinkr

= Vro'o

kr 4(r)
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Since sinkr is a rapidly oscillating function inside the trap
while 4(r)-1/R
changes very slowly, sin kr in the integrand can be substituted by —, Then a simple estimate
of the integral (A3) yields

'2
3
t2 = Vro

~

(A4)

R

—1/k,

is the free particles' wavelength.
In the opposite case of a long-range interaction,
r'~ ) = VD, the integral (A2) reduces to
V( r —

where

A,

~

t2= Vo

R

0

sinkr

2

C&(r)r

(r')4~(r')V(r —r')+I, (r)4(r)d r d

r',

where V(r) is the particle interaction%(r) ,and 4(r) are
the wave functions of free and trapped particles, respectively. For a spherically symmetrical, deep and narrow
single-level trap, the integral (A 1) can be rewritten as

X

k, r

4(r}d rd

(A5)

Now we have a rapidly oscillating integrand with a zero
average which leads to a following estimate for t2.

t

—.

=Vk 3A—E

(A6)

R U

APPENDIX B

We are interested in a transport equation for particles
which can be in free delocalized states or be trapped by
some randomly distributed deep and narrow traps. The
transport equation for a single-particle density matrix p&
of particles with internal states (in our case, spin states)
has the following form:
B,p&+

—T "p~~„"+p "„Tp„r"
( —
[H, p)~= —
Z

ap

yv

yvpik

y. +AkG+g6
g5

pp

+ GayT|'v kkT+ps

The probability of particle exchange during the scattering of a free particle on a trapped one is given by the matrix element
O&~.

dr

kyar

APPENDIX A

f

(A3)

.

'.

We analyzed two boundary effects in spin dynamics of
spin-polarized quantum gases: scattering by surface inhomogeneities and exchange with adsorbed particles. Both
processes lead to an additional spin diffusion in the plane
of the wall. The corresponding spin-difFusion coeScients
are expressed via the characteristics of the wall and the
density of adsorbed particles. We derived an effective
boundary condition which covers these two surface processes. The results are important at low temperatures
when the particle mean free paths are very long. The
main experimental
application of the work concerns
spin-dynanucs experiments in Hel'- He mixtures at ultralow temperatures. The direct application to hydrogen
systems at low temperatures is still limited to the extent
to which the interaction and recombination of adsorbed
hydrogen atoms are negligible.
In the future we plan to include the interaction between the adsorbed particles and some form of a magnetic interaction of the bulk and adsorbed particles with the
particles of the wall.

tz=

r dr

r',

(A2)

)

matrix, f'

(B1)

is the
where p„~ is the two-particle density
is the Green's function, Greek inscattering T matrix,
dices include both momentum and spin states, and we
still do not separate free and localized particles. Here
and below we assume summation over redundant indices.
Since we are dealing with a low-density system, all interaction processes can be treated separately, independently from each other. Here we are interested only in
(exchange) interaction between free and trapped particles.
Therefore, it is sufhcient to write the two-particle density
matrix p„~ as a product of single-particle distributions in
free and trapped states, and neglect the terms quadratic
in respective densities. We do not have to symmetrize
this product (or the two-particle density matrix) as has
been done in Ref. 8 because the symmetrization is already
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The T matrix and the Green's function in Eq. (Bl) contain the 5-functions which correspond to the momentum
and energy conservation laws for two colliding particles.
The conservation laws could be simplified since the
trapped particles have no momenta, while their energy
(or, more precisely, the part which is not associated with
spin states) remains constant throughout the collisions.
This can be taken into account by assuming very large
Oo, for trapped particles and disreeffective masses, m
of the 5garding their momenta in the arguments
functions which reflect the momentum conservation law.
This procedure leads to a substantial simpli6cation of
momentum dependence of Eq. {81), but does not affect
the spin variables. The spin indices in exchange systems
are always decoupled from the momentum variables and
can be taken care of separately.
We will illustrate this procedure on the example of the
third term in the rhs of Eq. (81}. After substitution of
the energy and momentum 5 functions which are contained in the T matrix, this term, L3, assumes the following form:

implied by a proper form of the T matrix, Eq. (13), which
takes into account the exchanges between identical free
and trapped particles. Thus we can formally consider
and
and free particles as distinguishable
trapped
represent the two-particle density matrix as a direct product of one-particle density matrices for trapped and free

particles:

pj(p p')=p, 5;

3407

*~

(82)

where p and p are free-particle and trapped-particle density matrices, respectively, and the indices (i, denote
only the spin states. The momentum 5-function in the
density matrix for the trapped particles corresponds to a
uniform spatial distribution of traps. With the help of Eq.
(82), Eq. (Bl) reduces to Eq. (12).
In these notations, Eq. (Bl) is the transport equation
for free particles. This equation should be supplemented
(see below) by an analogous equation for trapped particles. At this stage it is enough to substitute the operator
p by p in the left-hand side (lhs) of Eq. (Bl).

j)

6p6' 7p7
4p4' 5p56
2p2' 3p3T
lpl
a P 'a1P1
a6P6'a7P7
2P2'a3P3~a4P4'a5P5

aa1

aa

+ a4a5

Q2

{P

X 5(p+ pl

P5) a'a

P3)pa4(P2&P4)pa55(P3

P1~p2

(P4

P5&P6

P7)

—p2 —P3)5(p4+ p5 —p6 —p7)5(p6 —p')5(p7 —pl )5(e4+ e5 —e' —s, )

T, , {p
+a4a$

pl 2p2

p

g

(P +2P1

pl)p, (p2
2P

Pl P

g

p}p,

p +p2

Pl)5

(P +P2

P)

(83)

We should neglect energies c, and c., in the energy 5 function since they correspond to trapped particles. We are interested only in the mixed spin component of the transport equation, i.e., in the case a= 1, a'= l. After substituting
the T matrix from Eq. (13) and performing both the Wigner transform and summation over redundant spin indices we
get
W{L3 ) = —7ri5( e2 —e ) [ t 1 (g, g' ) 'p I(p2, r )N+ t2(g g')t 1 {g g' )p~l(p2 r}p„"
I

l

+tl(S S')t2 (S'

S)P„"(P2 r)P1+t2(g S')t2 (S' S)n{P2 r)P&l

S=P
Here W(L3) means the Wigner transform of L3, g, and g'
are the relative momenta of the particles before and after
collision.
The fourth term in Eq. (Bl) has nearly the same structure as the third one in Eqs. (83) and (84). The first two
terms in Eq. (Bl), which are linear in the T matrix, are
different. However, these terms describe the forward
(zero angle) scattering and can be transformed into quadratic in T terms [similar to (83) and (84)] with the help of
the optical theorem

T(p, p)+ —T(p, p)=27riT+5(E

—Ho(1, 2))T .

(85)

Equation (84} shows the structure of the collision
operator in the case of spatially uniform distribution of
traps. In our case the traps are uniformly distributed,
but only in one speci6c plane. This means that the averaged single-particle density matrix for the trapped parti-

P&

g

P

2P2

P&

~

{84)

cles, p, in contrast to Eq. (82), contains only a 2D 5 function of momenta (in the plane of the wall), while the third
component should be substituted by the factor exp(ik„L)
As a result, the rhs of Eq. (Bl) reduces to Eq. (16}.
The transport equation for the trapped particles could
be obtained from Eq. (12) by substituting the density matrices p+ p. Then, in order to get rid of the 5 function
(82) in the lhs of the transport equation, one should perform an additional integration over the momenta. As a
o. becomes essenresult, the rhs of the equation for p& —
as
the
integrated Eq. (16):
tially the same
& &

fiL,";g' '"=2m. g 5(c' —E)~t2~2
X [N"p&&(p', L) n(p')a
i

g t2[m, (p)0. 17

p—
l 7(P,

17]—

L)M" ] .

—

p

(86)
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